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The Korean War technically ended in 1953 with the signing of an armistice agreement. But not only has there been no peace treaty, but inter-Korean military confrontation and heightened tension have continued, often resulting in overt military clashes. Defying the new security architecture followed by the demise of the Cold War system, the Korean peninsula still remains as its last relic without any clear signs of conflict termination. Suspicion and mutual distrust emanating from the protracted conflict have further accelerated fierce conventional arms races on the Korean peninsula. Taking advantage of its economic growth and industrial maturity, South Korea has been maintaining an edge over the North in this arms race. Meanwhile, North Korea has responded to the widening disparity in conventional forces by venturing to play the nuclear weapons card. As a result, peace and security on the Korean peninsula have become all the more precarious and uncertain. Against this backdrop, the article examines the patterns of military spending of the two Koreas, compares their conventional military capabilities, and traces implications for weapons of mass destruction on the Korean peninsula. The article concludes with some policy suggestions for denuclearization and peace-building in Korea.

Patterns of Defense Spending in Two Koreas: South Korea

According to Table 1, South Korea spent meagerly on the military during the decade following the Korean War (1950-1953). From 1953 to 1965, its annual average defense budget was less than $150 million and the ratio of defense spending to gross national product (GNP) decreased from an annual average of 7 percent in the 1950s to 4 percent in the 1960s. Despite the bitter experience of the Korean War, economic backwardness prevented the South Korean government from allocating a larger portion of public expenditure to the
defense sector. During this period, a great portion of defense expenditures was financed through a counter-fund created through the supply of Korean goods and services to the American military based in South Korea.  

**Table 1. Defense Spending in South Korea by Year***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Defense budget (bn Won)</th>
<th>Defense budget (bn US$)</th>
<th>% of GDP</th>
<th>% of GNP</th>
<th>% of public expenditure</th>
<th>Rate of Increase Won(%)</th>
<th>Rate of Increase S(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>237.7</td>
<td>3.706</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>327.4</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>320.5</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>368.9</td>
<td>4.237</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>553.9</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>627.7</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>707.4</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>907.4</td>
<td>10.42</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>855.5</td>
<td>10.28</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>1,107.4</td>
<td>14.83</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1,258.4</td>
<td>16.89</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1,549.2</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>14,477.4</td>
<td>14,850</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>17,348.8</td>
<td>19,695</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>21,002.8</td>
<td>20,602</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>21,947.2</td>
<td>21,364</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>22,880.1</td>
<td>22,907</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


During this period, U.S. military assistance was vital given the overall economic conditions, as it was virtually inconceivable for the South Korean government to maintain its 600,000 forces independently. For example, U.S. military assistance reached $356 million in 1958, almost three times South Korea’s total defense budget of $143 million. South Korea relied heavily on the United States for the acquisition of weapons, equipment, and logistics. Only in 1969 did South Korea almost double its defense spending to $269 million, reaching $374 million in 1971. Nevertheless, defense spending as a share of GNP remained at 4 to 4.5 percent from 1968 to 1971. This can be partly attributed to a post-Korean War economic boom followed by the adoption of an export-led growth strategy in the mid-1960s.

A major transformation in defense spending occurred in the mid-1970s. Alarmed by North Korea’s military provocation, combined with the waning American security commitment under the Nixon Doctrine, President Park Chung-hee decided to pursue a self-reliant defense posture. Defense industrialization became the top policy priority, and the size of the defense budget rose 51.2 percent, from $461 million in 1973 to $697 million in 1974. The annual rate of increase in defense spending reached 59 percent in 1976, by this time accounting for almost 6 percent of GNP as a result of defense industrialization and the defense burden-sharing formula with the United States. The trend continued until 1983. As part of the effort to modernize and upgrade its weapons and equipment, the Park Chung-hee government initiated and implemented the first phase of the armed force modernization project (Yulgok Project) by imposing a new defense tax. Almost 30 percent of the defense budget was allocated to the Yulgok project, amounting to a cumulative total of 3.14 trillion won during 1974-1982.

Although it continued to allocate a significant portion of the defense budget (5.32 trillion won) for the second phase of armed force modernization, the succeeding Chun Doo-hwan government encountered a dilemma. On the one hand, his government was obliged to spend 6 percent of GNP in order to comply with the defense burden sharing formula with the United States, but on the other hand, it was under immense pressure from the IMF to implement macroeconomic stabilization through tight fiscal and monetary policy. The
Chun government began to trim its defense budget by adhering to the IMF’s call for macroeconomic stabilization. The defense budget share of GNP dropped from 5.79 percent in 1983 to 4.5 percent in 1984, and defense spending was cut from $4.8 billion in 1983 to $4.1 billion in 1984 (see Table 1).

The democratic opening and the advent of the post-cold war era further facilitated a downsizing of the defense budget. Although defense spending rose incrementally in absolute terms, its relative share in GNP and government expenditure began to fall sharply. The defense-budget-to-GNP ratio fell from 3.9 percent in 1989 to 3.18 percent in 1993 and to the 2 percent level under the Kim Young-sam government (1993-1997), while its share of total government expenditures decreased from 27.3 percent in 1989 to 24.2 percent in 1993 and 20.8 percent in 1996. National security could no longer be justified as a deus ex machina under the post-cold war template, and democratization created greater public demand for welfare and education. Noteworthy is a sharp drop in absolute defense spending from $14.5 billion in 1997 to $9.87 billion in 1998, corresponding to a fall in the share of government expenditures from 18.3 percent in 1998 to 16.4 percent in 1999. The immediate cause of the downturn was the acute financial crisis in 1997-98, which necessitated a severe fiscal contraction as well as the diversion of government budget to the welfare sector in order to expand the social safety net for victims of the crisis. President Kim Dae-jung’s assertive pursuit of engagement with North Korea and the new zeitgeist for peaceful coexistence following the first Korean summit in 2000 further eroded public support for defense-sector spending.  

Ironically, the pattern of defense spending under the Lee Myung-bak government, which won the presidential election on a conservative platform emphasizing a strong national defense, has been quite different. Although the actual amount of defense spending rose slightly as part of a fiscal stimulus package to cope with the global financial crisis, the relative share of total government spending was radically reduced to 10.8 percent in 2009. The Lee government has also announced plans to cut the estimated budget for the Defense Reform 2020 from the original budget of 621.3 trillion won to 599.3 trillion won.  

**Patterns of Defense Spending in Two Koreas: North Korea**

A close comparison with North Korea in the
period immediately following the Korean War is difficult since statistics on North Korea’s defense spending were difficult to come by until the early 1960s. The North did not clarify the appropriation category of defense-related spending. It was only after First Vice Premier Kim Il made an open report to the 5th Korea Workers’ Party Congress on defense spending in 1970 that statistical analysis became more meaningful. As Table 2 demonstrates, an estimated average of 19 percent of government spending was allocated to the defense sector during 1960-1966, rising to 30 percent in 1967 and continuing upward until 1971. Two factors can account for the trend. First, the worsening relationship with China and the Soviet Union drove the North Korean leadership to attempt a more self-reliant defense build-up. The Soviet Union drastically reduced its military assistance to North Korea as the latter favored China during the Sino-Soviet dispute in the early 1960s. But Pyongyang’s relationship with Beijing also deteriorated because of the Cultural Revolution. In this context, North Korea began to spend more on defense for a rapid military build-up. Second, North Korea’s military adventurism was another factor. Given North Korea’s increased military provocations during this period—the commando raid on the Blue House, the presidential residence, in 1968; the seizure of US naval ship Pueblo; the heightened military tension over the demilitarized zone—the defense buildup could have been closely associated with its offensive military posture toward the South.

But the ratio of defense to government spending proceeded to fall beginning in 1972, decreasing from 31.1 percent in 1971 to 17 percent in 1972. The trend continued through the 1980s, reaching a floor of 11.4 percent in 1994. The advent of détente and the July 4th Joint Declaration of 1972 could have facilitated the downward spiral, likely furthered by the end of the Cold War in 1990. However, the downsizing also appears to dovetail with overall economic performance, as worsening economic conditions made it difficult to maintain high levels of defense spending. The collapse of the socialist bloc and subsequent suspension of its economic and military assistance dealt an additional blow to the North.

### Table 2: North Korea’s Defense Spending: Official and Estimated Figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total budget (In Wons)</th>
<th>Official Defense Budget</th>
<th>MND South Korea estimates</th>
<th>US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency/US Dept. of State estimates</th>
<th>Pyeong’s estimate 1990-97 (In Wons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960 1.365 (19.0)</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965 2.376 (19.8)</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967 3.048 (19.3)</td>
<td>1.201</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970 4.001 (20.2)</td>
<td>1.555</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972 7.089 (17.0)</td>
<td>1.256</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>0.786-1.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 11.368 (18.5)</td>
<td>1.864</td>
<td>1.371</td>
<td>1.058-2.153</td>
<td>1.058-1.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980 18.017 (18.6)</td>
<td>2.930</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.325, 2.148</td>
<td>1.512-2.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985 27.239 (18.4)</td>
<td>3.925</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>2.56-5.4</td>
<td>2.146-3.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990 55.524 (23.0)</td>
<td>4.282</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>3.108-3.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 41.132 (11.1)</td>
<td>6.724</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>2.770-3.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 24.320 (13.2)</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>2.370-3.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 20.015 (14.6)</td>
<td>2.622</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005 40.506 (15.9)</td>
<td>6.406</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 482.000 (15.3)</td>
<td>76.250</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


During the period of “the Arduous March” (1994-1997), figures on defense spending were not made available. Only after 1998 did the North report a return to normal patterns of defense spending. For the decade of 1998-2008, the share of defense spending in total government expenditure hovered between 14 percent and 16 percent (see Table 2). A sudden rise in the amount of defense spending from 3.3 billion North Korean won (NKW) in 2002 to NKW50.7 billion in 2003 was not a result of a budget increase, but a change in accounting units that reflected a new monetary and foreign exchange rate policy in July 2002. Interestingly, no interaction effects can be detected in the defense spending of the two Koreas. On the contrary, an asymmetric pattern
of defense spending has emerged since the mid-1970s in which the North has been reducing its spending on the defense sector while the South has been accelerating its military spending.\(^{11}\)

However, a caveat is in order regarding North Korea’s defense spending figures. As evident in Table 2, there are several contending estimates on North Korea’s defense spending. The Ministry of National Defense (MND) of South Korea estimated that the North allocated an annual average of 30 percent of its government budget for the defense sector between 1972 and 1995, and increased this figure to roughly 50 percent since 1997. Estimates by the US State Department, including the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), have been slightly higher than those of the MND. Meanwhile, estimates by the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) and Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) have been derived from official data provided by the North Korean government.\(^{12}\) Hamm presents the most conservative figures (See Table 2). These contending estimates have produced a reliability problem with regard to North Korea’s data, eventually leading to a suspension of efforts at estimation. Transparency has been a major problem. Official defense budgets only include figures for wages, operation and management expenses, maintenance, and acquisition of weapons and equipment. But investments in the secondary economy (defense industrial sector), R&D investment in dual-use technology, and other social welfare services provided through the defense sector are not fully reflected in the official figures.\(^{13}\) Additionally, were purchasing power parity to be factored in, North Korea’s defense spending could be much higher.

Data unreliability notwithstanding, ROK’s Defense White Paper 2008 estimated that more than 30 percent of North Korea’s gross national income (GNI) went to the defense sector in 2007.\(^{14}\) According to the Bank of Korea, North Korea’s GNI is estimated at $20.8 billion in 2004 and $26.7 billion in 2007, from which we can infer that the North spent $6.24 billion in 2004 and $8 billion in 2007 for the defense sector. Meanwhile, South Korea’s defense spending in 2007 was $26.3 billion, which is almost equivalent to North Korea’s GNI ($26.7 billion) and three times larger than that of North Korea.

### Comparing North and South Korea Military Capabilities

A static, bean-counting analysis of military capabilities between the two Koreas suggests that North Korea is far superior to the South. Table 3 reveals that the South leads the North only in three areas: the size of navy personnel (South, 68,000; North, 60,000), armored vehicles (South, 2,400; North, 2,100), and helicopters (South, 680; North, 310). North Korea maintains a rather striking superiority in other areas. In addition to manpower (South, 655,000; North, 1.19 million), the North fares far better than the South in tanks (2,300 vs. 3,900), field artillery (5,200 vs. 8,500), multiple launcher rocket systems (MLRS) (200 vs. 5,100), warships (120 vs. 420), landing vessels (10 vs. 260), submarines (10 vs. 70), and fighter planes (490 vs. 840). North Korea also has an estimated 7.7 million people in the reserves who can be readily mobilized, while the South has about 3 million people in the reserves. On the surface, South Korea should appear alarmed at this huge gap in defense capabilities vis-à-vis North Korea. In reality, however, South Korean government officials as well as ordinary citizens seem to be little concerned about this disparity. This may be due to a “perceived superiority” in conventional forces by South Korea.

#### Table 3. Comparison of Military Capabilities between ROK and DPRK (As of December 2008)

* Naval troops of the ROK include 27,000 troops of the Marine Corps. Ground forces units (division, brigade) and equipment include those of Marine Corps.

* Field artillery of the North does not include infantry regiment’s 76.2mm guns.

An in-depth analysis reveals why. Let’s take the example of tanks. Although the North maintains a competitive edge in quantity, a qualitative analysis produces quite a different outcome. North Korea introduced most of its tanks (i.e., T-55, T-54, T-59) in the 1950s. The Cheonmaho, improved from the T-72 in the 1990s, is its most updated version in deployment, but it cannot match South Korea’s K-1 tank and K1A1 armored vehicle in terms of fire power and capability. Similarly, most surface ships in the North are small in size, being less than 100 tons, and are outdated in fire control systems and electronic equipment. In the case of air power, the North appears even more inferior. Two thirds of North Korea’s fighter planes are MIG-19 and MIG-21, with only thirty five of the more advanced MIG-29s in service. The North has also acquired an unknown number of MIG-23s and SU-25s. But South Korea has been retiring outdated fighters comparable to the MIG-19 and MIG-21, and has acquired 118 KF-16Cs, 47 KF-16 Ds, and 39 F-15Ks, cutting-edge fighters even by global standards. Furthermore, the North Korean air force cannot match its South Korean counterpart in terms of sortie numbers, flying time, and on-ground training via simulators.

The South Korean government has thus begun to adopt a more realistic force assessment since 2004. The Korea Institute of Defense Analysis (KIDA) is known to have applied the Rand-developed Situation Force Scoring (SFS) method to assess inter-Korean defense capabilities by taking into account variables such as fire power, mobility, sustainability, training, morale, combat readiness, combat scenarios, and overall terrain. Its findings show that ROK air power is superior to that of North Korea by 103 to 100, whereas naval power (90 vs. 100) and ground power (80 vs. 100) favor the North. Nevertheless, Hamm and Suh suspect the reliability of the KIDA findings because they hardly differ from previous findings based on a simplistic assessment. In fact, O’Hanlon and Suh, along with Hamm and Suh, have all concluded that the South alone could cope with North Korea’s offensive attacks even without American military support.
km.), 122 mm multiple launchers (range 20 km.), and the Cheonmaho tanks. Meanwhile, the navy identified submarines, ground-to-surface guided missiles SS-N-4, STXY surface-to-surface guided missiles (range 45 km.), torpedo boats, and guided missile launching boats. In somewhat of an anomaly, the air force chose outdated airplanes such as the AN-2 light transport plane, IL-28 bomber, and MIG 21, 19, 17. On the whole, while the short-range ballistic missiles and multiple launchers can cause critical damage, especially to the Seoul metropolitan area, the other weapons identified are likely to incur only tactical impact, which could be countered by combined conventional forces of South Korea and the United States.

WMD and a New Spiral of the Arms Race on the Korean Peninsula

Even a cursory comparative examination reveals that the South is far superior to the North in terms of conventional capabilities, especially when ROK-US combined forces are taken into account. North Korea’s response has been the development of asymmetric forces, especially weapons of mass destruction (WMD). It is quite likely that the North chose nuclear armament as a way of coping with its inferiority in conventional forces. In light of the widening economic and conventional forces gap, the North may have regarded the nuclear weapons card as the most economical and effective option.

Nuclear Warheads and Missiles

What, then, is the status of North Korea’s nuclear weapons’ capability? In order for a country to become a nuclear weapon state, it must satisfy four conditions: possession of nuclear warheads, deployment of workable missiles, success in nuclear testing, and acquisition of miniaturization technology. Since the second nuclear standoff in 2003, North Korea is not only known to have reprocessed 8,060 spent fuel rods stored in a water pond, but also additional spent fuel rods obtained from reactivation of its 5 MW reactor in Yongbyon. Estimates of North Korea’s plutonium (PU) bombs vary, but it is estimated that reprocessing of the 8,060 spent fuel rods stored in a cooling pond should have yielded one or two bombs. Reactivation of the 5 MW reactor is believed to have allowed the manufacture of 5-6 PU warheads from the production of 44-52 kilograms of PU. As of April 2009, North Korea is estimated to have produced about 40-50 kilograms of plutonium and to have acquired five to ten nuclear weapons.

Some have projected that North Korea may have been capable of producing 75 kilograms of highly enriched uranium (HEU) annually starting in 2005, which would be sufficient to manufacture three HEU weapons every year. Despite wild speculation on North Korea’s HEU-related programs and the North’s purported admission of development, no hard evidence on acquisitions has yet been presented. North Korea may have acquired some parts and components of a HEU program such as gas centrifuges and high strength/quality aluminum tubes, but it is likely to be short of establishing a complete HEU program and actual bombs. Thus, it is highly unlikely that North Korea possesses actual HEU programs and bombs. Nevertheless, North Korea has at the very least acquired plutonium bombs, satisfying the first precondition of possession of nuclear warheads.

The capability to deliver them is another precondition. North Korea has so far proved that it has credible short- and middle-range delivery capability. It currently possesses several types of missiles: Scud B (range 320 kilometer, payload 1,000 kilograms), Scud C (range 500 kilometer, payload 770 kilograms), and Nodong (range 1,350-1,500 kilometer, payload 770-1,200 kilograms). But three test-launchings of inter-continental ballistic missiles—Daepodong-1 missile (range
1,500-2,500 kilometer, payload 1,000-1,500 kilograms) on August 31, 1998, Daepodong-II missile (range 3,500-6,000 kilometer, payload 700-1,000 kilograms) on July 6, 2006, and a similar one on April 5, 2009—-are all believed to have failed. In view of this, although North Korea has not yet developed long-range missiles capable of threatening the mainland United States, it does have the ability to cause considerable damage to South Korea and Japan with its short- and medium-range missiles.28

Nuclear Testing and Technology

With respect to nuclear testing, North Korea has undertaken two underground nuclear tests, one on October 9, 2006 and the other on May 25, 2009. Despite North Korea’s claims, most international nuclear experts believe that its first nuclear testing failed because the explosive yield measured by seismic analysis was quite low, only 0.5-0.8 kilotons. Given that the lowest explosive yield in recent years was 19 kilotons, which came from the Pakistani nuclear testing in 1998, and that the nuclear bomb that destroyed Hiroshima on August 6, 1945 was roughly 15 kilotons, a sub-kiloton yield cannot be considered successful. Jungmin Kang and Peter Hayes, leading observers of the North Korean nuclear issue, make the following evaluation: “The DPRK might believe that a half kiloton ‘mininuke’ still provides it with a measure of nuclear deterrence and compellence; but it could not rely on other nuclear weapons states to perceive it to have anything more than an unusable, unreliable, and relatively small nuclear explosive device.”29 However, its second nuclear test proved successful, and the North formally announced that it had become the ninth nuclear weapons state. While North Korea has at present fulfilled three of the four criteria of a nuclear state, specialists believe that it has not yet acquired the miniaturization technology to mount nuclear warheads on Nodong and/or SCUD missiles for effective use. Thus, it might be premature to treat North Korea as a full-fledged nuclear weapons state. Nevertheless, it continues to pursue that goal in a methodical way.

North Korea has generated concerns not only with its nuclear aspirations but with biochemical weapons as well. Although North Korea joined the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC) in 1987, the Defense White Paper 2008 estimates that the North has stored 2,500 to 3,000 metric tons of chemical agents in various facilities and that it has the capability to produce biological weapons using anthrax, smallpox, and cholera agents.30 However, several experts have pointed out that the improper use of these weapons could backfire against the North and limit its combat effectiveness.31 Thus, at present, the nuclear threat seems more urgent.

South Korea’s Response

South Korea’s response to the nuclear threat has been two-fold. One is to seek an American nuclear umbrella within the framework of the ROK-U.S. alliance, and the other is to further enhance its overall conventional defense capabilities. While the United States has consistently assured the former with the application of extended deterrence, the latter has been undertaken through a more systematic introduction and implementation of Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA). It was the Kim Dae-jung government (1998-2003) that first officially adopted RMA. On April 15, 1998, immediately after its inauguration, the Kim Dae-jung government launched the Committee for the Promotion of Defense Reform and established the Five-Year Defense Reform Plan in accordance with the Basic Defense Policy Report. The committee identified three goals: creation of the most capable standing army; expansion of an information technology-intensive military armed with cutting-edge weapons; and construction of a rational, effective, and economical military.32

The Kim Dae-jung government introduced
several initiatives to realize these goals. First, it pushed for organizational reforms by creating new unified national command systems in the fields of transportation and biochemical and nuclear defense, as well as improving acquisition systems in the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). Second, increased emphasis was placed on applying the latest information technologies to the defense sector. Finally, the Kim government began to expedite the acquisition of defense assets closely related to network-centric warfare and surveillance and strike capabilities, while the army, the navy, and the air force concurrently began to acquire future-oriented, cutting-edge weapons systems.33

The Roh Moo-hyun government continued such efforts by drafting the Defense Reform 2020 plan, which aimed at assuring a self-reliant advanced national defense through the creation of a technology-intensive military structure and future-oriented defense capability.34 Two critical factors affected the nature and direction of the plan. One was the return of wartime operational control from the United States to South Korea, which is scheduled to take place in 2012, and the other was South Korea’s improved science and technology capabilities. Whereas the former emphasized “independence” or “self-reliance” through South Korea’s take-over of operational control over its forces during wartime, predicated on the transformation of the current combined forces command into two parallel commands of South Korea and the U.S., the latter framed defense reform around speed, stealth, accuracy, and networks. Four major tasks have been identified to carry out the plan: securing military structure and defense capabilities corresponding to contemporary warfare; expanding the role of civilians in the defense establishment; innovation for a low-cost/high-efficiency national defense management system congruent with a cutting-edge information-intensive military; and the improvement of soldiers’ military barrack life.35

The hallmark of Defense Reform 2020 was the qualitative transformation of the South Korean military. It aimed at reducing the current number of armed forces from 650,000 to 500,000 by 2020, while giving priority to the introduction of new capital- and technology-intensive military structure. Although the army faced the largest manpower reduction, its combat capabilities were expected to improve considerably with the acquisition of UAVs for reconnaissance, next generation tanks and infantry fighting vehicles, attack helicopters (KHP), improved fire systems, and a simplified command structure. The navy and the air force were the plan’s principal beneficiaries. The navy would be able to extend its capabilities beyond that of a coastal navy by securing both a submarine command and a naval air command. The navy acquired its first AEGIS destroyer in 2007 and will continue to upgrade its combat capability by securing the KDX-3 (7,000 ton-class AEGIS destroyer) and middle-sized submarines (1,800 ton-class). The air force will continue to upgrade its fighting capability through the acquisition of F-15Ks, FA-50s, SAM-X, a wide array of airborne missiles, including JASSM, and airborne early warning systems (E-X).

The most crucial aspect of the plan was the massive investment in battle management assets focusing on command, control, communication, computer, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR), all of which are essential for network-centric warfare. Along with this, the Defense Reform 2020 has mandated the acquisition of theater operational command facilities, military communication satellites, tactical information communication networks (TICN), the Joint Tactical Data Link System (JTDLS), and the Korea Joint Command & Control system (KJCCS).36

North Korea most likely regards as threatening such an immense build-up of cutting-edge weapons with lethal precision and advanced
equipment related to C4ISR. However, we cannot detect any new movement on their part to acquire additional advanced weapons and equipment. An acute shortage of hard currency and international isolation has prevented the North from improving its conventional defense capabilities. Since the early 1990s, North Korea’s acquisition of foreign weapons has been greatly constrained. In this context the North has embraced the logic of nuclear deterrence.

**Accounting for Inter-Korean Military Spending and Arms Racing**

What factors then account for the dynamics of inter-Korean military spending and arms races? We believe that external threats, domestic politics, alliance effects, and macro-economic conditions have played a crucial role in shaping the pattern of defense spending and arms races.

Although South Korea has used the North Korean threat to justify its military spending, the pattern of defense spending in the South did not respond to threats from and/or military spending of the North. Regardless of the latter’s spending pattern, South Korea continued to increase its defense spending with few exceptions. The South tends to regard the threat from the North as constant. As such, a routine bureaucratic incrementalism has become a major variable affecting the level of defense spending. In fact, most countries do not practice a zero-based budgeting system, which allows bureaucrats to enjoy discretionary power for incremental budget increases. South Korea has not been an exception to this inertia-driven defense spending pattern.

However, bureaucratic incrementalism cannot account for an abrupt rise or fall in defense spending. What appears to matter most in defense spending is overall macro-economic conditions. The Chun Doo-hwan government cut the relative share of defense spending, albeit an alliance obligation with the United States, because of IMF conditionalities requiring macro-economic stabilization. Kim Dae-jung had to trim the defense budget because of the financial crisis that started in 1997. Despite its emphasis on national security, the Lee Myung-bak government cut the defense budget to cope with economic difficulties followed by the global financial crisis in 2008. This implies that macro-economic conditions delimit the overall boundary of expansion and reduction. Generally good economic conditions have accompanied an increase in defense budget, and bad conditions have led to a decrease.

Alliance effects also appear to have profound impacts on defense spending. When there was a strong U.S. security commitment, South Korea’s defense spending was minimal. But when the United States showed signs of disengagement or waning security commitment, South Korea proceeded to increase its defense spending. For example, the reduction of American forces in South Korea through the withdrawal of its 7th infantry division in 1971 prompted the Park government to increase rapidly its defense budget in the early 1970s. The phenomenal rise in defense spending from 1976 to 1979 can also be explained by alliance effects, as South Korea allocated six percent of its GNP in compliance with American demands of defense burden-sharing. The unexpected rise in defense spending during the progressive Roh Moo-hyun government was also closely related to alliance effects. Roh’s efforts to seek greater military independence from the U.S. led to an increase in military spending. Conversely, the conservative Lee government’s decision to reduce the defense budget is known to have been predicated on the restoration of strong alliance ties with the United States. Thus, the alliance factor has proven central to the patterns of defense spending in South Korea.

Domestic political variables seem to have a mixed impact. During normal and peaceful
periods, bureaucratic inertia dictated budgetary outcomes, minimizing the scope of annual sectoral variation. Given the predominance of the army in the Korean force structure, a balanced allocation of defense budget among three armed services is virtually inconceivable. Thus, there is no room for flexible adjustment, and rigidity characterizes the budgetary process. In fact, the Lee Myung-bak government has decided to revise Defense Reform 2020 in which the primacy of the army is reemphasized, whereas the navy and air force are being marginalized. We also argue that societal pressures on defense budgets have been limited. This does not mean to suggest that South Korea lacks elements of the military industrial complex. Military officers, the Agency for Defense Development (ADD), defense contractors, import agents, and conservative NGOs have been strong supporters of increased defense spending and improved defense capability. But their vertical and horizontal links are rather loose, and their lobbying activities are banned by law. Thus, their influence seems rather minimal. Moreover, while liberal civic organizations that oppose increased defense spending have been gaining political power since the democratic opening in 1987, their influence on the military budget has been limited. This is true for both the progressive Roh and conservative Lee periods. What counts most in the domestic political landscape is executive leadership. Defense spending has by and large been shaped by the political leader’s preference and style. Although the overall security environment and the nature of alliance ties with the United States matter, Park Chung-hee’s commitment to over-spending and Kim Dae-jung’s preference for less spending can be accounted for by leadership priorities and style.39

How about North Korea? The North did not respond to fluctuations in South Korea’s defense spending as expected under the logic of interaction effects. Nonetheless, its threat perception has continued to shape its arms race behavior, if not its defense spending. In our view, North Korea’s decision to go nuclear appears to have been shaped by two factors: its threat perception of American nuclear and ROK-US combined conventional forces, and the need to seek the most economical way of dealing with such threats. Protracted poor economic conditions and difficulties in acquiring advanced weapons and equipment from foreign countries could have justified and fostered such behavior. The downsizing of the defense budget in the 1980s and the 1990s was closely related to economic hardship.

Interestingly, North Korea has rapidly increased its defense spending since 1998, in spite of continuing economic hardship. This could be explained in part by the interaction effect, since South Korea began RMA at this time. As noted before, despite new constraints emanating from democratization, the end of the Cold War, and the financial crisis, the South Korean government continued to upgrade the qualitative nature of its defense forces through the adoption of RMA. Moreover, the Roh Moo-hyun government initiated the Defense Reform 2020 and began to strengthen its endogenous weapons development capability as well as to foster the acquisition of advanced weapons from abroad. North Korea had to respond to such changes in the South Korea by increasing defense spending. Although shortage of hard currency fundamentally limited its efforts to improve the qualitative nature of its defense capability through the acquisition of advanced foreign weapons, an increase in defense budget allowed the North to not only make a quantitative response through the expansion of existing weapons stock but also address some chronic problems such as poor supply of parts and components of military equipment and deteriorating welfare of soldiers.40

North Korea’s rapid increase in defense spending can also be explained in part by the adoption of “military-first politics” (seongun
for the creation of “a strong and prosperous great nation” (gangseong-daeguk), both of which were initiated by Kim Jong Il. The military in the North, including the second economy (defense-related economy), has long been a principal beneficiary of preferential budget allocation not only because of the military’s power, but also because Kim Jong Il elevated its status under the rubric of “military-first politics.”

As matter of fact, the “military-first doctrine” has helped sustain a relatively large workforce in the defense sector as well as prop up military industries.

Given that North Korea does not have any alliance comparable to that of ROK-U.S., the alliance effects hypothesis may not be applicable. Historically, however, North Korea’s defense spending used to be affected by the varying nature of its security ties with China and the Soviet Union. When military assistance from these two countries was robust, North Korea’s defense spending rose slowly, whereas it increased rapidly when such assistance was withheld.

IV. Conclusion

The two Koreas are still engaged in a protracted arms race, jeopardizing peace and stability on the Korean peninsula and in the region. Such an arms race is no longer limited to conventional forces. As North Korea deliberates on a risky nuclear armament path to manage a rapidly growing inferiority with the South in defense spending and conventional forces, the security situation is deteriorating. Failure to block North Korea’s full-fledged nuclearization could set off a nightmarish nuclear domino effect in the region, which no one wants. But denuclearization of North Korea cannot be realized without addressing and assuring its security concerns. In this regard, trust-building with North Korea through the lifting of economic sanctions should be the first step, which should be followed by an American assurance of non-hostile intent and policy as well as concrete measures for peaceful co-existence, a peace regime replacing the armistice agreement, and diplomatic normalization with Pyongyang. North Korea should also show its sincere efforts toward denuclearization.

But a peace regime on the Korean peninsula can be seen as the ultimate path to a “nuclear-free Korea,” which should start with such essential steps as inter-Korean military confidence-building measures, arms control, arms reduction in conventional forces, and the transformation of the armistice agreement into viable peace arrangements including the easing of US-North Korean relations. Efforts to dismantle the Cold War structure prevailing in the region should be undertaken in tandem. U.S.-DPRK and Japan-DPRK diplomatic normalization are the most critical elements. The formation of a multilateral security cooperation mechanism in Northeast Asia can facilitate such a process. The September 19 joint statement of the Six Party Talks underscores all of these measures. Resuscitating the Six Party Talks and implementing the agreements in the joint statement are vital to sustainable peace on the Korean peninsula and in the region. Contrived threats, increased defense spending, and futile conventional and nuclear arms race can no longer be justified.
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